Introduction
Ordinal notations and provability of well-foundedness have been a central tool in the study of the consistency strength and computational strength of formal theories of arithmetic. This development began with Gentzen's consistency proof for Peano arithmetic based on the well-foundedness of ordinal notations up to 0 . Since the work of Gentzen, ordinal notations and provable wellfoundedness have been studied extensively for many other formal systems, some stronger and some weaker than Peano arithmetic. In the present paper, we investigate the provability and non-provability of well-foundedness of ordinal notations in very weak theories of bounded arithmetic, notably the theories S i 2 and T i 2 with 1 i 2. We prove several results about the provability of well-foundedness for ordinal notations; our main results state that for the usual ordinal notations for ordinals below 0 and ? 0 , the theories T 1 2 and S 2 2 can prove the ordinal b 1 -minimization principle over a bounded domain. PLS is the class of functions computed by a polynomial local search to minimize a cost function. It is a corollary of our theorems that the cost function can be allowed to take on ordinal values below ? 0 , without increasing the class PLS.
The historical development of ordinal notations and formal theories of arithmetic is far too extensive for us to survey here. We shall include the basic de nitions for ordinal notations of ordinals below 0 and ? 0 , and the reader can refer to Feferman 7, 8] or the textbooks of Sch utte 14] or Pohlers 13] for more details.
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types of bounded formulas, and secondly, in the case of the theories S i 2 , to allow only length induction instead of the usual successor induction. In order to get meaningful results, we need to work with theories such as S 1 2 , T 1 2 , S 2 2 and T 2 2 as introduced by the second author in 3]. We presume the reader is familiar with these theories of bounded arithmetic: the necessary background can be found in 3, 4, 9, 11] .
Ordinal notations have been extensively used in the study of strong theories, ranging from primitive recursive arithmetic, to Peano arithmetic and to fragments of second-order arithmetic; however, there has been little prior work relating ordinals to proof systems as weak as fragments of bounded arithmetic. This is due, in part, to the fact that the fragments of bounded arithmetic have computational complexity related to (near) feasible classes such as polynomial time and the various levels of the polynomial time hierarchy. There are no good mechanisms available to combine such low-level complexity with ordinal recursion, and thus traditional results on ordinal notations have not transferred to the setting of bounded arithmetic. Sommer 16] investigated the formalizability of abstract ordinal notations in full bounded arithmetic, I 0 , and showed that I 0 can represent ordinals up to ? 0 with the ordinal operations of addition and the Veblen ' function. Beckmann introduced dynamic ordinals in fragments of the bounded arithmetic as a tool to analyze predicative bounded arithmetic and to obtain relativized separation results for bounded arithmetic theories 1]. His dynamic ordinals are based on exponential notations for integers, which are similar to the Cantor normal form representation of ordinals less than 0 .
It is known (c.f. 15]) that if one formalizes trans nite induction on ordinals in the usual way, then induction on ordinals below ! ! (or even induction on just ! 2 ) is su cient to give the full strength of primitive recursive arithmetic. Thus, in order to get meaningful ordinal well-foundedness results for fragments of bounded arithmetic it is necessary to limit the strength of the well-foundedness principles. We shall do this by restricting to a nite domain as follows. Let T be a rst-order theory of bounded arithmetic and be a binary relation which T-provably de nes a total ordering on a domain D N. In practice, we will require that and D are polynomial time recognizable predicates, de ned by b 1 -formulas. We say that is well-founded on bounded domains provided that whenever A(x) is a predicate and there is a d 
It is of course a triviality that every total order is well-founded on bounded domains, since bounded domains are nite sets. However, if a theory T can prove (1) for all b 1 -formulas A(x) then we say that is provably well-founded on bounded domains in T. 5 We let WF denote the axiom scheme containing the formulas WF A for all b 1 -formulas A.
The use of the domain D in the above de nition is merely a convenience;
there would be no loss in generality in taking D = N. Indeed, the ordering can always be extended to have domain all integers by making d x for all d 2 D and x = 2 D. The reason for using the domain D is that we will consider natural orderings on ordinal notations for ordinals below 0 and ? 0 : it will be convenient to take D to be the set of valid G odel numbers for ordinal notations. The outline of the present paper is as follows. In the next section, we show rst that T 2 2 is strong enough to prove the well-foundedness on bounded domains of any b 1 -de ned total ordering. On the other hand, we show that if the ordering is de ned with an oracle, then T 1 2 and S 2 2 cannot prove the wellfoundedness on bounded domains of the ordering. Section 3 considers the usual Cantor normal form representation of ordinals below 0 : First we show that the well-foundedness of this system is not provable in S 1 2 unless S 1 2 = T 1 2 . Second, we prove that T 1 2 can prove the well-foundedness of these ordinals on bounded domains, by giving an order-preserving embedding of the ordinals less than 0 restricted to a bounded number of operators into N k for some integer k. Section 4 introduces the usual Veblen '-function notation for ordinals less than ? 0 . It is shown that S 1 2 can b 1 de ne the ordering on ordinals below ? 0 by giving straightforward polynomial time algorithms (this re-obtains, more concretely, some results of Sommer 16] 
General orderings
This section states a couple results about general orderings. By a \general ordering" we mean any order de ned by a b 1 -formula; by comparison the results of sections 3 and 4 concern speci c natural well-orderings based on ordinal notations.
To formalize general well-orderings, it is best to introduce as new relation symbol in the language. Let Total( ) be the formula expressing the condition de ned with A ranging over b i -formulas. However, we shall not consider these generalizations in this paper.
that is a total ordering, i.e., that is transitive and satis es trichotomy. This can be formalized by (8x)(8y)(8z) (x 6 x)^(x y _ x = y _ y x) (x y^y z ! x z)] Note that Total( ) is a 8 b 0 ( )-formula. Let T 2 2 ( )+Total( ) be the theory of bounded arithmetic axiomatized by the BASIC axioms, the successor induction axioms (IND) for b 2 ( ) formulas and the axiom Total( ). Proof Our proof exploits a proof technique of Kraj cek 11, Thm. 11.2.5]. Let S be the theory S 2 2 ( ) + Total( ). Let A(x) be the formula \x = x". (In fact any formula A(x) which is true for a superpolynomial density of x's could be used.) If S proves (8y)WF A (y), then S can also prove the assertion (8y)(9x y)(8z y)(x 4 z):
(2) Suppose for the sake of obtaining a contradiction, that S can prove (2) . This is a 8 b 2 -formula; therefore, by the relativization of the`main theorem' for S 2 2 , there is a p 2 ( ) = P NP( ) -function f which, given an input y, produces a -least x below y 3]. The function f runs in polynomial time and uses an NP( )-oracle. 6 The NP( ) oracle is a nondeterministic oracle Turing machine M(u), which on input u returns True i it has an accepting computation. The machine M is allowed to make queries of the form \v w?" to the oracle . In addition, f is b 2 -de ned by S, and S can prove all the relevant properties of f and the machine M. In particular, S can prove 8y8z y(f(y) 4 z).
Since f(y) runs in polynomial time, say in time p(jyj), any query u to M made during the computation of f must have juj p(jyj). M also is polynomial time, so there is a polynomial q bounding the runtime of M. In particular, any particular computation path of M(u) can make at most q(juj) queries \v w?" to the oracle.
To prove Theorem 2, it will su ce to construct an oracle for which f fails to correctly produce the -least x y. To do this, choose y su ciently large, and run the polynomial time algorithm for computing f(y). As we compute f(y), we construct a series of linear orders i , i = 0; 1; 2; 3;:::. The order i will have domain D i and with D i D i+1 and each i will be the restriction of i+1 to the domain D i .
Initially, we set 0 to be the empty binary relation with domain D 0 = ;.
When f(y) makes its (i + 1)-st query, u, to M, we de ne i+1 . To de ne i+1 , rst consider the case that there is some total, linear order extending i such that that M(u) accepts relative to . Choose, arbitrarily, such a and an accepting computation of M(u) relative to u. Then, let D i+1 equal D i union the set of values v; w such that M(u) made a query \v w?" in this accepting computation. Let i+1 equal restricted to the domain D i+1 . This same computation path will cause M(u) to accept relative to any linear ordering containing i+1 . In this case, the computation of f(u) then continues with a True answer from the oracle. In the second case, there is no such ordering : set i+1 = i and D i+1 = D i . M(u) will not accept relative to any linear ordering extending i+1 . In this case, the computation of f(y) is continued with a False answer from the oracle query.
Note that in either case, D i+1 has at most 2q(juj) 2q(p(jyj)) new elements over D i . At the end of the computation f outputs a value x. The computation made k p(jyj) queries to M(u), so we obtain a linear order k with domain D k of cardinality at most 2p(jyj) q(p(jyj)). If is any total linear order with domain N which extends k , then the computation of f relative to will will have the same answers to its oracle queries and hence must output the same value x. If y was su ciently large, namely if y > 2p(jyj)q(p(jyj)) + 1, then we can extend k to an ordering such that there is some z y with z x: this is done by choosing z 2 0; y] n (D k fxg) and letting z be the least element of . This contradicts the fact that f(y) was to produce the -least element x y. We use < and to denote the usual ordering on ordinals; i.e., < denotes thè real' semantic concept of ordinal orderings, and we will reserve the symbol for syntactically de ned orderings on G odel numbers of ordinals. We reserve lowercase Greek letters to denote ordinals or G odel numbers of ordinals. Recall the Cantor normal form for ordinals; i.e., every ordinal > 0 can be written uniquely in the form = ! 1 + ! 2 + ! 3 + + ! k ;
where k 1 and 1 2 3 k . This is the basis for the well-known representation of ordinals less than 0 : namely, write an ordinal < 0 as a term in Cantor normal form, recursively writing the exponents of ! in the same form.
This gives a syntactic representation of ordinals less than 0 . We need to formalize this syntactic representation in the bounded arithmetic theory S 1 2 , by de ning a set D which is the set of G odel numbers of (syntactic representations of) ordinals less than 0 and a binary formula which de nes the ordinal ordering on the G odel numbers. The formulas D and need to be b 1 -formulas, that is to say, polynomial time computable, and S 1 2 needs to be able to prove that de nes a total ordering on the domain D.
The syntactic representation in S 1 2 is developed in two stages: rst representing ordinals in non-normal form, and then showing that ordinals can be converted to the normal form. Ordinals will rst be represented in a`basic form' and then to make our results more general, in a`compact form'. As an example of the di erence,
is in basic form, and its compact form is ! ! 0 3 2.
De nition The set of basic forms for ordinals less than 0 is the set of expressions inductively de ned as follows:
1. 0 is a basic form. 2. If is a basic form, then so is ! . The expression ! is called an !-term.
3. If and are basic forms, and is an !-term and 6 = 0, then + is a basic form. S 1 2 can formalize the notion of basic form by using standard sequence coding methods to de ne the G odel number of a basic form. We assume that some e cient method of sequence coding is used for G odel numbers so that the length of the G odel number of a basic form is proportional to the number of symbols in .
It is immediate from the de nition that every non-zero basic form can be written uniquely in its additive expansion
where each i is an !-term. Note that S 1 2 is able to prove the existence and uniqueness of the additive expansion of a basic form. To put basic forms into a normal form, we wish to further require that the ordinals 1 ; : : : ; k form a non-increasing sequence. To formalize this, we rst need to de ne a syntactic order, denoted , on basic forms. Unfortunately, the de nition of the is complicated by the fact that basic forms are not (yet) in normal form.
De nition Let Likewise, is transitive and antisymmetric. The proofs of these facts use ordinary integer induction and do not require trans nite induction. To make a linear (non-partial) ordering, we need to mod out by the relation. The best way to do this is identify normal forms for ordinal notations:
De nition The set of normal basic forms for ordinals less than 0 is the set of expressions inductively de ned as follows: 1. 0 is a normal basic form. 2. If is a normal basic form, then so is ! . properties of 4 such as transitivity, re exivity and dichotomy.
In addition, S 1 2 can b 1 -de ne the set of (G odel numbers of) normal basic forms. Finally, S 1 2 can prove that is a total ordering on the normal basic forms, satisfying transitivity and trichotomy.
We now de ne the compact representations for ordinals less than 0 .
De nition The set of compact forms for ordinals less than 0 is the set of expressions inductively de ned as follows:
1. 0 is a compact form.
2. If is a compact form and n 2 N; n > 0, then ! n is a compact form.
This is called an !-term.
3. If and are compact forms, and is an !-term and 6 = 0, then + is a compact form. The de nition of for compact forms is complicated by the fact that we not only need to discard additive terms that are`out of order', but also need to collect together the integer coe cients of the maximum additive term.
De nition Let Similarly, S 1 2 can b 1 -de ne the set of (G odel numbers of) normal compact forms and the set of normal compact forms is polynomial time recognizable. Finally, S 1 2 can prove that is a total ordering on the normal compact forms, satisfying transitivity and trichotomy.
Provable well-foundedness on bounded domains
By Theorem 1, the well-foundedness of on bounded domains can be proved in T 2 2 . Theorem 4 will show that the well-foundedness on bounded domains of (compact form) ordinal notations below 0 is provable in T 1 2 . Before stating and proving that result, we show that T 1 2 is the weakest fragment of bounded arithmetic which can prove the well-foundedness of on 0 .
Theorem 3 Let be the ordering on normal basic (or, compact) forms for ordinals less than 0 . Over the base theory S 1 2 , WF implies b 1 -IND. Therefore, S 1 2`W F implies S 1 2 = T 1 2 . The latter condition is unlikely to hold, since it implies that P NP log] equals P NP 11, Thm. 10.3.1].
Proof Since normal basic forms are essentially a special case of normal compact forms, it su ces to prove the theorem for normal basic forms. The proof is quite simple, we just need to give a natural, polynomial time computable, order preserving, embedding of the integers into the normal basic forms. (The identity mapping n 7 ! ! 0 + ! 0 + + ! 0 from the integers into the normal basic forms cannot be used, since it has exponential growth rate and is not polynomial time.) The mapping we use is as follows: let n 2 N have binary representation (n k n 1 n 0 ) 2 with each n i 2 f0; 1g. Let S = fi : n i = 1g and i 0 ; i 1 ; : : :i p enumerate S in decreasing order. Let i be the basic form representing the ordinal i, i = ! 0 + + ! 0 (i summands). We de ne (0) = 0 and, for n > 0, (n) = ! i 0 + ! i 1 + ! ip : The mapping is readily seen to be polynomial time and b 1 -de nable in S 1 2 . Furthermore, S 1 2 can prove that is order-preserving, so that n < m i (n) (m It is su cient to prove Theorem 4 for compact forms, since this subsumes the case of basic forms. Before giving the proof, we give an order-preserving embedding from bounded domains of normal compact forms into xed-length sequences of integers. A compact form may be thought of as a sequence of symbols from the alphabet A containing \!", \+", the integers, and a special end of superscript' symbol \#". The length of an ordinal notation is de ned to equal the number of symbols in the expression.
De nition The length of a compact form is denoted lh( ) and is de ned by lh(0) = 1. The length of ! n equals lh( ) + 3. The length of + equals lh( ) + lh( ) + 1. We assume that an e cient G odel encoding is used for compact forms; for instance, based on encoding the sequences Seq( ) de ned next. In particular, we require that 2 lh( ) j j holds provably for S 1 2 .
De nition A is the set N f!; +; #g, and A is the set of nite sequences over A. We use the in x operator a to denote sequence concatenation. Let be a compact form. Then Seq( ) is the member of A de ned by: Seq(0) is h0i. That is, the one element sequence containing the symbol 0. Seq(! n) equals hwi a Seq( ) a h#; ni. Seq( + ) equals Seq( ) a h+i a Seq( ). Note that the symbols ! and # will appear in Seq( ) in pairs, and are balanced like left and right parentheses. Also, for every 6 = 0, the two last elements of of Seq( ) will be #; n for some integer n. De nition The set A is linearly ordered by the convention that #< + < N < ! with the integers inheriting their usual ordering. The induced lexicographic ordering on A is also denoted <. Proof The proof is by induction on the lengths of and . For either or equal to zero, this fact is immediate. Otherwise, will equal either ! 0 n or ! 0 n + 00 and likewise will equal either ! 0 m or ! 0 m + 00 . If 0 0 , then the induction hypothesis implies that that Seq( 0 ) < Seq( 0 ) and therefore Seq( ) < Seq( ). Similarly, if 0 0 , then Seq( ) < Seq( ).
So suppose 0 = 0 . Then, if either n < m or m < n, then Seq( ) < Seq( ) or Seq( ) < Seq( ), respectively. Finally, if 0 = 0 and m = n, then we apply the induction hypotheses to the forms 00 and 00 if they are both present. 2 Let N be the set of nite sequences over the integers under the usual lexicographic ordering. It is simple to give an order-preserving map from A into N . Namely, for w 2 A , replace each element of the sequence w by a pair of integers: ! is replaced by 1; 0; an integer n is replaced by 0; n+2; the symbol + is replaced with 0; 1 and # is replaced with 0; 0. The resulting sequence has length twice as long as w. For a compact form, we write Nat( ) to denote the sequence in N which is the image of the sequence Seq( ). The previous lemma immediately implies that, for all normal compact forms, Nat( ) < Nat( ) if and only if . We thus have:
Theorem 6 The mapping Nat is an order-preserving mapping from the set of normal compact forms into N . Furthermore, the length of the sequence Nat( ) is 2 lh( ). The theorem is proved from the discussion above. The bound on the length is immediate from the de nition. Furthermore, the de nition of the function Nat and the proof of the theorem can be carried out in S 1 2 . We are now ready to prove Theorem 4. We argue informally in T 1 2 to prove WF A (y), for A a b 1 -formula. Fix the value of y. Given an ordinal < y, every integer in the sequence Nat( ) is less than 2 jyj . Thus, for any y, we can encode Nat( ) by the single integer
where the notation (?) i extracts the i-th entry of sequence, starting with i = 0 for the rst entry, and (Nat( )) i is to equal 0 when i is greater than or equal the length of Nat( ). The mapping 7 ! n , from normal compact forms to integers is still order-preserving, at least for ordinals with j j jyj. Let A (n) be the formula expressing n = n for some y such that A( ). By b 1 -minimization (which is provable in T 1 2 ), there is a <-least n such that A (n) holds. From n = n , there is a simple polynomial time procedure to obtain . Therefore, T 1 2 proves that there is a -least y such that A( ) holds.
That completes the proof of Theorem 4. (3), recursively writing the subterms in the same form. It gives a syntactic representation of ordinals less than ? 0 . We need to formalize this syntactic representation in the bounded arithmetic theory S 1 2 , by de ning a set D which is the set of G odel numbers of (syntactic representations of) ordinals less than ? 0 and a binary formula which de nes the ordinal ordering on the G odel numbers. The formulas D and need to be b 1 -formulas, that is to say, polynomial time computable, and S 1 2 needs to be able to prove that de nes a total ordering on the domain D.
The syntactic representation in S 1 2 is developed in two stages: rst representing ordinals in non-normal form, and then showing that ordinals can be converted to the normal form.
De nition The set of basic forms for ordinals less than ? 0 is the set of expressions inductively de ned as follows:
1. 0 is a basic form. 2. If , are basic forms, then so is (' ). We call the expression (' ) a '-term. 3. If and are basic forms, and is a '-term, then + is a basic form. We henceforth omit parentheses and write just ' for (' ) whenever there is no ambiguity.
As in the case of 0 , S 1 2 can formalize the notion of basic form. It is immediate from the de nition that every basic form can be written uniquely in its additive expansion = 1 + 2 + + k ;
where each i for i < k is a '-term, and k either is zero or a '-term. Note that S 1 2 is able to prove the existence and uniqueness of the additive expansion of a basic form. The fact that we allow (only) the last term in the additive expansion (4) to equal 0 will be a technical convenience later when we de ne decompositions of normal forms. This does mean that we cannot directly combine two basic forms and using addition: instead we de ne + to be a basic term by de ning: (a) 0 + is the same as and (b) for 6 = 0, + is de ned by writing in its additive expansion (4), letting`= k if k 6 = 0 and = k ? 1 if k = 0, then letting + equal 1 + + `+ .
To put basic forms into a normal form, we wish to further require that any additive expansion (4) has the i 's in non-increasing order, and that all '-terms ' satisfy ; < ' . To formalize this, we rst need to formalize a syntactic order, denoted , on basic forms.
De nition Let ' 0. Also, ' .
11. 6 0 ! 1 4 .
12.
! + 1 4 . 13. ' 6 = '00^ ' ! + 1 ' .
14.
$ ' ( + 1) ' ( + 1).
The expression \1" is an abbreviation for '00. We shall not carry out the proofs of the assertions in Proposition 7. The proofs use induction and should be carried out in the order the assertions are listed in the proposition.
The ordering is only a partial order on basic forms. To make a linear (non-partial) ordering, we need to mod out by the relation. The best way to do this is identify normal forms for ordinal notations. Our de nition of a normal form will be slightly nonstandard for technical reasons. The di erence is that additive expansions will always end with the term 0.
De nition The set of normal forms, also represented by NF, for ordinals less than ? 0 is the set of expressions inductively de ned as follows:
1. 0 is a normal form. The formulation of (2) has the e ect that any '-term is part of a summation that ends with \+0". This is a technical convenience which has the advantage that any non-zero normal form can be (uniquely) expressed in the form where of course some i 's may be 0. S 1 2 can b 1 -de ne the set of (G odel numbers of) normal forms and the set of normal forms is polynomial time recognizable. Further, S 1 2 can prove that is a total ordering on the normal forms, satisfying transitivity and trichotomy, and that the following properties hold: Proposition 8 (S 1 2 ) Let \1" abbreviate the normal form '00 + 0. 2. is a total order on normal forms (satis es trichotomy and transitivity). From items 1 and 6, every basic form corresponds to a unique normal form. The proof of the proposition is carried out similarly to the proof of the previous proposition. In order to prove 1, one rst proves that
Decompositions
By Theorem 1 we know that the well-foundedness of on bounded domains can be proved in T 2 2 . We will prove that the well-foundedness on bounded domains of ordinal notations below ? 0 is provable in S 2 2 , hence also in T 1 2 . 7 We do this by describing a p 2 -algorithm that computes the -minimal t satisfying A( ), where A is a xed b 1 -formula and t is the input to the algorithm, and the algorithm succeeds provided there is a t such that A( ). This algorithm will be formalizable in S 2 2 , and S 2 2 will prove its correctness, i.e. that the value computed by the algorithm indeed is the -minimum.
Our idea for nding a -minimal with A( ) is to replace this minimization task by a simpler one which computes certain components (i.e. subterms) of the desired minimum. E.g., assume the normal form is such a minimum. Our algorithm will rst solve this minimization task of nding . This is simpler than nding the -minimal with A( ), because the length of is smaller than that of . Then the algorithm will make recursive calls to compute the other components of , namely, the parts of which are not in the subterm . In order to formalize this idea we start by de ning the decomposition of non-zero normal forms in ? 0 as shown in equation (5) .
De nition (Decomposition of ) Each normal form 2 ? 0 n f0g can uniquely be decomposed in the following way: Write 0 := . Let i 6 = 0 be recursively de ned, then we de ne i+1 , i+1 and i+1 by i = ' i+1 i+1 + i+1 . Let b be 7 We mostly state all our results henceforth in terms of S The intuitive idea behind the minimization algorithm, which we present in detail in section 4.3, is that it rst computes the components and of the decomposition of the minimum . Setting = '
, the algorithm then recursively searches for the least ordinal that has decomposition containing a i equal to + for some . We call the set of ordinals satisfying this condition a context. To Before giving a detailed description of the minimization algorithm we establish various properties of decompositions and contexts needed to prove the algorithm's correctness.
Lemma 9 (S 1
2 ) Let 2 NF n f0g and ; be as above.
1. ' 0 '( + 1)0. by the de nition of . Therefore j = ' j+1 j+1 + j+1 ' ( + 1).
The condition 3. is nearly obvious. . This is called decomposition above and the main di erence in the process of forming the decomposition of above is that the process stops when the subterm is reached. That is to say, the decomposition of above will be an expression of the form = ' 1 (' 2 1), we have the rst inequalities in 1., resp. 2., To prove the second inequality in 1., we show j '( ; + 1)( + 1) for j b by induction on j = b; : : : ; 0. In the base case, j = b, and we have b = + b+1 '( ; + 1)( + 1). The induction step, j < b, is similar to the analogous case in the proof of Lemma 9.
The second inequality in 2. is proved similarly. For 3., 2 ? 0 ' ; ; ] is proven in the same way as part 3. of Lemma 9. The other assertion is obvious. 
Given A( ) and t such that (9 t)A( ), compute = t:A( ):
We will denote this algorithm by mu1(t; :A( )). We will denote this algorithm by mu2(t; ; :A( )).
De nition The length of a basic form is denoted lh( ) and is de ned by lh(0) = 1. The length of ' equals lh( ) + lh( ) + 1. The length of + equals lh( ) + lh( ) + 1.
For the formal analysis of an algorithm we need to make some assumptions about the details of the G odel number of an ordinal notation. All ordinal notations are words over the alphabet f0; '; +; (; )g. Symbols of this alphabet can be coded using three bits. The G odel number of an ordinal notation is de ned by rst substituting each symbol in by its 3-bit code thus generating a binary word which consists of three times the number of symbols as , and nally interpreting this binary word as a natural number. It is obvious that the usual operations on G odel numbers are polytime and that the usual properties of them can be proved in S 1 2 . This G odelization of ordinal notations has the properties that each ordinal notation consists of at least 3 bits, i.e. j j 3; that the above de ned structural length lh( ) is bounded by the binary length j j; that the binary length is strictly decreasing for proper subterms and, in particular, if = + or = ' then j j + j j < j j. Also, j j 9 lh( ); the factor 9 is needed to accommodate parentheses around '-terms.
Algorithms: The algorithms to solve tasks 1. and 2. are given by simultaneous recursion. We use (9 t )( ) as an abbreviation for (9 t)( ^ ). An Assert instruction checks its Boolean condition and causes an \abort" operation if the condition fails. We have that if is a basic form in ? 0 then j j 3, and that if 2 ? 0 ] then lh( ) + 2 lh( ) j j. Hence, under the assumptions of our tasks we always have 2 jtj, resp. lh( ) + 2 jtj and no abort will occur. However, it will take some work to show that S 2 2 can prove the algorithms' correctness and in the meantime the Assert statements will help prove that the algorithms always halt.
Before proving the correctness of the algorithms we rst show that they indeed are p 2 -algorithms. In order to show that the runtime of these algorithms is polynomially bounded, we rst need to show that the number of recursive calls is small. The next lemma implies that this number is always bounded by jtj. Lemma 12 (S 2 2 ) a) If the algorithm 1., resp. 2., outputs , then the number of recursive calls in algorithm 1. is lh( ) ? 1, and the number of recursive calls in algorithm 2. is lh( ) ? lh( ) ? 1. Also, lh( ) jtj. b) Algorithms 1. and 2. always halt, either by returning a or by aborting with a false Assert condition.
Proof For part a) assume that the algorithm mu1(t; :A( )), resp. mu2(t; ; :A( )), outputs some . Observe that for all calls of the form mu1(t 0 ; : : :), resp. mu2(t 0 ; 0 ; : : :), we have 2 jt 0 j, resp. lh( 0 ) + 2 jt 0 j, as the computation does not abort, and that t 0 t. Let nrc be the total number of (nested) recursive calls a routine or a subroutines needs until it nishes. We show for all subcomputations of the form i) mu1(t 0 ; :A 0 ( )) or ii) mu2(t 0 ; 0 ; :A 0 ( )) with output value 0 , that in case i) nrc + 1 = lh( 0 ) jt 0 j, and that in case ii) nrc + lh( 0 ) + 1 = lh( 0 ) jt 0 j. For the second inequality we apply the induction hypothesis to RC7 obtaining lh( 0 ) jt 0 j. This nishes the proof of assertion a).
For b) assume that the algorithm mu1(t; :A( )), resp. mu2(t; ; :A( )), does not abort. In particular this implies jtj 2. Let the algorithm run either until it is nished or until 2jtj 3 many calls of mu1 or mu2 have been invoked. Let us call this (initial) part of the computation P. Observe that P is polynomially bounded in the inputs, thus constructible in S 2 2 . (Here we need the full power of S 2 2 to know that there is a run which either halts or does at most 2jtj 3 many recursive calls, and which has the correct answers to the Query's. The rest of the proof can be carried out in S 1 2 .) Observe again that for all calls in P of the form mu1(t 0 ; : : :), resp. mu2(t 0 ; 0 ; : : :), we have 2 jt 0 j, resp. lh( 0 ) + 2 jt 0 j, as the computation does not abort. Our assertion is proved if we can show that the total number of calls to mu1 or mu2 in P is strictly smaller than 2jtj 3 . We can picture P as a tree T P where the topmost node is the root, each node is labeled by a call of the form mu1(t 0 ; :A 0 ( )) or mu2(t 0 ; 0 ; :A 0 ( )) from P, going \down" in the tree corresponds to invoking the subcomputation given by the labels, these recursive calls are ordered in the tree from left to right according to their order in P. The topmost node of T P is labeled by mu1(t; :A( )), resp. mu2(t; ; :A( )). We directly observe by inspection that all the t 0 in the tree are bounded by t, and that all nodes have at most three children. For each node which does not lie on the rightmost path through T P the corresponding subcomputation of its label nishes in P. Hence, by the assertion a), the number of nodes of the subtree starting at that node, which equals 1 plus the nrc of that subcomputation, is bounded by jtj. If d is the depth of T P , the number of nodes in T P is bounded by the number of nodes on the rightmost path plus the number of nodes in subtrees which have roots which are siblings of nodes in . I.e., the number of nodes in T P is (d + 1) + 2 d jtj 3 
jtj d (if d is zero assertion b) obviously holds).
In order to bound the depth of the tree we assign to each node n a natural number o(n) depending on n's label, and prove that for each two nodes n 1 , n 2 such that n 2 is a child of n 1 , it holds o(n 2 ) + 2 o(n 1 ):
Then the depth of T P is bounded by 1 2 o(root node). Let us de ne o(n):
1. If n is labeled by mu1(t 0 ; : : :), then let o(n) be jt 0 j jtj. 2. If n is labeled by mu2(t 0 ; 0 ; : : :), then let o(n) be (jt 0 j ?1) jtj+(jt 0 j ?lh( 0 )).
If (7) is proved then we can bound the depth of T P by 1 2 jtj 2 , hence the number of nodes in T P is bounded by (3jtj) ( 1 2 jtj 2 ) < 2jtj 3 . Thus Lemma 12 follows. Now we prove (7). Assume n 1 is labeled by mu1(t 0 ; : : :). We distinguish cases according to the possible children n 2 of n 1 . Now assume n 1 is labeled by mu2(t 0 ; 0 ; : : :). Again we distinguish cases according to the possible children n 2 of n 1 . 2 The proof of the previous lemma established a polynomial runtime bound of 2jtj 3 on the algorithms mu1 and mu2. The only nondeterministic parts of the algorithms are the queries to NP properties A and A . This is almost enough to imply that the algorithms are p 2 -algorithms, but there is the problem is that the NP properties change for recursive calls, e.g., mu1(t; :A( )) calls mu1(b t 2 c; : (9 t '( + 1)0)A( )]). We must therefore see that there is a uniform way of specifying the predicates A, A used in successive recursive calls. That is to say, that the algorithms can be rewritten to pass e cient descriptions of the modi ed predicates A, A and that the algorithm can be implemented as a polynomial time algorithm using a single NP oracle.
Consider an invocation of one of mu1 or mu2 with a predicate A. It makes several recursive calls using modi ed predicates (the modi ed predicates are the last arguments in the recursive calls): a modi ed predicate either has the form : + t 0^A ( + )]; (8) or can be written in generalized form as : (9 t The algorithms mu1 and mu2 can thus be implemented to use only a single, uniform NP oracle by passing the codes~ as arguments in recursive calls. Thus we have established:
Theorem 13 (S 2
2 ) mu1 and mu2 are p 2 -algorithms.
We now give a simple proof that the algorithms mu1 and mu2 are correct. Unfortunately this proof does not formalize directly in S 2 2 , because it depends on the assumption that we already know the minimum to be computed. Theorem 14 mu1 and mu2 are correct. Proof We prove the correctness by simultaneous induction on the number of recursive calls.
(mu1) By assumption, (9 t)A( ) holds. Let = t:A( ), hence is a normal form. For correctness we must to prove that mu1 does not abort and that its output is equal to . Since jtj j j 3, the algorithm does not abort in the rst step. If A(0) holds, then = 0 = . The induction hypothesis implies that the recursive call RC4 does not abort and returns~ = 1 . Hence = +~ = .
Otherwise we obtain < '0( + 1) and therefore 2? 0 ] again by The only additional thing we have to ensure is that the induction hypothesis is always applicable; that is, that the terms under consideration are in? 0 ]. 2 Now we can prove the correctness of the algorithms in S 2 2 .
Theorem 18 (T 1 2 , S 2 2 ) mu1 and mu2 are correct. In order to show this we will prove simultaneously (9 t)A( ) ) mu1(t; :A( )) = t:A( ) (10) is a '-term and (9 t)A ( ) ) mu2(t; ; :A( )) = t:A ( ) (11) by induction on the number of recursive calls. The assertions on the righthand sides of (10) and (11) include both the assertions that the algorithm mu1 or mu2 produces an output without aborting and the assertion that the indicated minimum exists. I.e., in the arguments below we shall frequently de ne an ordinal (say) as the output of mu1( ) or mu2( ): when we later write a formula of the form = t:B ( We show Theorem 18 by arguing informally in S 2 2 to prove (10) and (11) . In order to formalize the arguments in S 2 2 more carefully, one would have to use the sequences~ discussed earlier which make the oracle queries uniform: more speci cally, the S 2 2 proof would rst establish that the algorithms mu1 and mu2 always terminate and then, for a particular execution of the algorithm mu1, would prove that the implications (10) and (11) are valid for all recursive calls to mu1 and mu2 with predicates A~ that actual occur in the computation. (This latter part of the argument is actually in S 1 2 . The full power of S 2 2 is needed only for the rst part to establish that the algorithms mu1 and mu2 always have a correct computation including correct oracle answers to queries.)
To carry out the S 2 2 argument to such a great level of detail would be more tedious than illuminating, so we shall argue a little more informally, and the reader can verify that our arguments do indeed formalize in S 2 2 . We proceed by proving (10) and (11) with the induction hypothesis that the (top level) calls (RC1), : : : ,(RC7) ful ll (10), resp. (11).
For (10) assume (9 t)A( ), and let be the result of the algorithm mu1(t; :A( )). We have to show that exists and is the -minimal normal form with A( ), i.e. that = t:A( ). There exists some t such that A( ) holds, by assumption. First we will show that 2 NF n f0g,~ = and~ = . We will proceed in several steps. In the following we will always associate with 2 NF n f0g its components = m 1 ( ) and = m 2 ( ) from its decomposition. '~ (~ + 1). Applying IV, we obtain =~ and =~ .
2
To nish the proof of (10) ? 0 ], we can associate with its components ; = m 1 ( ) and ; = m 2 ( ) from the decomposition of above .
First we will show that 2? 0 ],~ = ; and~ = ; . We will proceed in several steps, similar to the proof of (10) . Most of the arguments will simply be translations of the previous ones for (10), using the following Translation:
A ; A ; ; 6 = 0 ; 2? 0 ] ' 0 ; ' ( + 1) for 2 ? 0 RCi ; RC(i + 4) for i = 1; 2; 3: In the following we will always associate with 2? 0 ] its components ; = m 1 ( ) and ; = m 2 ( ) from its decomposition above .
De nition A PLS problem consists of a cost function c, a neighborhood function N, and a polynomially bounded set of feasible solutions, de ned by a predicate F. For an input x, the set fs : F(x; s)g is the set of feasible solutions, the mapping s 7 ! c(x; s) assigns a cost to each feasible solution, and the mapping s 7 ! N(x; s) maps feasible solutions to feasible solutions. The functions c and N and the predicate F must be polynomial time computable. The function de ned by the PLS problem is the (multivalued) function f de ned by f(x) = y i F(x; y) and c(x; N(x; y)) 6 < c(x; y).
We can generalize PLS to allow the cost function to take on ordinal values instead of integer values. (It is for this reason that we de ned PLS problems as a minimization problems rather than maximization problems.) Let denote an ordinal, such as 0 or ? 0 , with a system of ordinal notations so that the set of valid ordinal notations is polynomial time recognizable and so that the induced ordering, 4, on ordinal notations is polynomial time. The class of ( ; 4)-PLS problems is de ned identically to the class PLS except that the condition c(x; N(x; y)) 6 < c(x; y) is replaced by c(x; N(x; y)) 6 c(x; y).
We shall see below that PLS and ( 0 ; 4)-PLS and (? 0 ; 4)-PLS are identical in that they contain exactly the same functions. To establish this result in its strongest form we need the following proposition. 2 can prove that for all inputs x, there is a feasible solution s of minimum cost, and hence of minimal cost. Therefore, by Buss-Kraj cek 6], f can be expressed as the composition of a projection function and a PLS function. Since the graph of f is polynomial time, Proposition 19 implies that f is also a PLS function.
